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INTRODUCTION

It is possibleto distinguishtwomainapproachesto the syntaxandsemanticsof nounphrases.Onthe Fregean
view, the class of NPsis partitioned into twodistinct categories. Propernamescorrespondto constantswhich
are argumentsof predicates. QuantifiedNPsare treated as expressionsin whichthe determinerdenotesa unary
quantifierandits N’is a predicaterestricting the domainof the quantifier.
Higginbotham
and May(1981), Higginbotham
(1985), and May(1985), (1989), and (1991), have
2 They
the Fregeen view within the frameworkof Chomsky’sPrinciples and Parametersmodel of grammar.
proposea rule of quantifier raising (QR)whichadjoinsquantifiedNPsto VPor IP. This rule creates an abstract
(non-overt)level of syntactic slructure, logical form(LF), in whicha quantified NPis an operator binding
syntacticvariable(an A’-bound
trace) in its original argument
position. Thesestructuresprovidethe input to rules
of semanticinterpretation whichtake quantified NPsto be restricted quantifiers and the traces whichthey bind
to be boundvariables. Namesare not within the domainof QR,and so they remainin situ at LF, wherethey
are interpretedas referring expressions.2a,b are the LF’sof I a,b respectively.
l a. Johnsings.
b. Everystudent sings.
2a. [w[~, John][vpsings]]
b. [iv [~ everystudent]l[n,h sings]]
3b and 3c are the two possible LFrepresentations of 3a.
3a. Moststudents completeda paper.
b. In- [~ moststudents]rib [vr [~ a paper]2[v
P completed~]]
c. [~ [~a paper]2[~moststudents]l][n, t I completedh]
3b correspondsto the readingof 4a on whichmoststudents receives widescope, by virtue of the fact thatmost
students asymmetricallyc-commands
a paperin this structure. In 3c moststudents and a paperc-command
each
other, and so either NPcan be interpreted as havingscope over the other. Therefore, 3c does not uniquely
Jdeterminethe scopeinterpretation of the quantified NPsin 3a and can feed a widescopereadingof either NP.
May(199I) suggeststhat the propertyof Iogicality is the criterion for distinguishingbetweenquantifiedand
non-quantified NPs. ThoseNPswhichcorrespondto restricted (unary) quantifiers are constructed by the
applicationof a logical determiner(determinerswhichdenotelogical quantifiers) to an N’. In a sensewhichwill
be madeprecise in Section 2, such NPscan themselvesbe regarded as logical terms (more precisely, as
correspondingto logical functions). Non-quantifiedNPs,on the other hand, are non-logicalexpressions. May
0991) makeslogicality a necessarycondition for the application of QRto an NP.Hestates that one of the
central properties of LFis that it representsthe syntactic structure of logical terms, particularly quantified
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expressions. The assertion that the distinction betweenlogical and non-logical NPscorresponds to a difference
in syntactic category and semantictype is an interesting empirical claim concerningthe organization of categories
and types in the grammarof natural language. I will refer to this assertion as the Logicaliry Thesis.
Generalized quantifier (GQ)theory provides an alternative to the Fregean analysis of nounphrases. 4 On the
GQview, NPs constitute a unified syntactic category and semantic type. Namesand quantified NPs are not
factored into distinct types. EveryNPdenotes a set of sets (or a set of properties), while a determiner denotes
a function froma set to a set of sets (alternatively, a determinerdenotes a relation betweensets). 4a-c illustrate
the way in which names and quantified NPs receive interpretations of the same type within the frameworkof

GQ.
4a.IIJohnll= {x ~_E:j

GX}
b. Ileverystudentl[ = {X G E: Studentsc_ X}
c. []most smdents[] = {X:_ E: [Students n XI > ]Students - Sings]}

$a-c indicate the truth conditions for la, 2a, andMoststudents sing, respectively, given the interpretations of
their subject NPsspecified in 5.
5a. IlJohn sings[[ = t iff Sings e {X G E: j G X}iffj G Sings
b. [[every student singsl[ = t iff Students G Sings
c. [[most students sing[[ = tiff ]Students c~ Sings[ > [Students - Sings[
In contrast to the Fregean view, the GQaccount takes logicality to be orthogonal to the category of NPsand the
semantic type with whichit is associated.
In this paper I consider the interpretation of exception phrase NPs, like the subject of 6a and 6b, in the
context of the debate between the Fregean and the GQapproaches to the representation of NPs.
6a. Every student except John arrived.
b. No student except John arrived.
I argue that these NPsprovide an important set of counter-examplesto the Logicality Thesis that NPsare sorted
accordingto Iogicality at the level of syntactic structure whichprovides the interface to semanticinterpretation.
Specifically, exception phrase NPs are heterogeneous with respect to logicality, but all membersof this
subcategoryexhibit semanticand syntactic properties typical of other quantified NPs. This distribution of features
within a subclass of quantified NPsis incompatiblewith the Logicality Thesis version of the Fregeunapproach,
but it is entirely natural on the GQaccount.
2.

LOGICALITY

Mostowski
(1957) characterizes a unaryquantifier as a logical constant iff its interpretation remains constant
under al[ permutations of the elements of the domainE, where a permutation is an automorphismof E which
respects the cardinality of the subsets orE. Lindstrom(1966), van Benthem(1986) and (1989), and Sher
and (forthcoming)progressively generalize this notion of logicality across syntactic categories to define a logical
constant as a term whoseinterpretation is invariant under isomorphicstructures defined on E.
If we apply this characterization of Iogicality to determiners, we can specify the set of logical determiners
as the set whichincludes all and only those determinersdenoting relations that dependsolely uponthe cardinality
of the sets amongwhichthey hold and the cardinality of the intersections of these sets. s It is possible, then, to
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give the interpretation of a logical determineras the cardinalityvalueswhichapplyto these sets if the relation
denotedby the determinerholds. For the sets in 7 let a ffi JA- BI, b = IB - AI, andc = IAnBI. Examples
of
cardinality definitions for logical two-placedeterminersare givenin 8.
,

A

B

8a. every: a : 0
h. no: c = 0
c. some:c ~ 1
d. at least five: c > 5
e. most:c > a
Followingvan Benthem
(1986) and (1989), wecan characterize the set of logical NPsas in
9. NPis a logical GQiff, for everypermutation~ of E, P ¯ [INP]liff ~[P] ¯ ]INP[(.
Clearly, propernamesdo not satisfy 9. Johnmaybe a singer but not a dancer, evenffthe set of singers andthe
set of dancers havethe samecardinality. For the case of NPsobtainedby applyinga determinerto an N’, the
contrast betweenlogical andnon-logicalNPsis illustrated in 10 andI I.

bo

Books

~

-’A’Iyo’~Linguistics
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lla.
b.
c.
d.
e.

c = c’ &b = b’
Every/no/some~at least five/most books are about computerscience. <=>
Every/no/some/atleast five/most booksare about linguistics
Mary’s books are about computer science. <~
Mary’sbooks are about linguistics

Whenwe keep the N’ set Booksconstant and take the cardinalities of the relevant sets in 10a and 10b to be
as indicated in I la, the equivalencesbetweenl lb and I Ic hold by virtue of the fact that the NPsin the subject
position of these sentences satisfy the condition in 9. However,assumingthat all of Mary’s books are about
computerscience but none of them are about linguistics, l Id and 1 le are not equivalent. Therefore, Mary’s
books is not a logical NP.
The Logicality Thesis can be formulated as the claim that, at the level of syntactic representation which
constitutes the interface to semantic interpretation, logical NPsare expressed as operator-variable chains while
non-logical NPs appear in argumentposition.
3.

THE INTERPRETATION OF EXCEPTION PHRASE NP’s

It seems reasonable to require that any adequate account of exception phrase NPs should provide a
compositional representation of the way in which the exception phrase (and its argumentNP)contribute to the
NPin whichit appears. Moreover,there are at least three characteristic semantic properties of exceptionphrases
ewhich such an account should capture,
First, the argumentof the exception phrase falls under the N’ restriction of the NPin which the exception
phrase appears. Therefore, both 7a and 7b imply that John is a student.
6a. Every student except John arrived.
b. No student except John arrived.
Second,6a implies that John did not arrive while 6b implies that he did. Finally, as 12 illustrates,
phrases can only be applied to NPs with universal determiners.

exception

12a.*Five students except John arrived.
b.*MostMP’sexcept the Tories supported the bill.
c.*Mary spoke to manypeople except John.
d.*Not manystudents except five law students participated.

In Lappin (forthcoming) I discuss the analyses of exception phrases given in K&S,Hoeksema(1991),
Fintel (1993), and Moltmann(1993a) and (1993b). I argue that each of these theories suffers from a difficulty
which prevents it from providing a fully adequate explanation of either the compositional interpretation of
exceptionphrases, or one of the three characteristic semanticproperties whichtheses phrases exhibit. I will limit
myself here to presenting an alternative theory of exception phrase NP’s. The account whichI propose is in the
spirit of the analyses suggested in Hoeksema(1991) and Moltmann,but it differs significantly from these
treatments in the details of implementation. I follow Hoeksema
and Moltmannin taking exception phrases to be
modifiers ofNP. I adopt Hoeksema’sgeneral strategy of characterizing the denotation of an exception phrase NP
in terms of a remnant set Am obtained by subtracting a set associated with the NPargument ofexcept from
the restriction set A of the NPto which the exception phrase applies.
I use Moltmann’sconcept of a witness set to specify the set which is subtracted from A.
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13. Mollmann(modifying B&C):
IfA is the smallestset for which][NPI]is conservative,then Wis a wimessset for IINPll iff We_Aand

wEIINP[I.
Anyset of five studentsis a witnessset for Ilfivestudentsl[, {john}is the onlywitnessset for ][Johnll, andany
set whoseelementsare Johnandthree physicsstudentsis a witnessset for [[John andthree physicsstudents[[.
ForanygeneralizedquantifierIINPlI,
let w([[NP[[)= the set of witnesssets for ][NP][.
I define a total relation R betweentwosets as in 13.
14. R is total iff (i) R = ~ or (ii) for any twosets A, B, R(A,B)
AnB--O.
Accordingto 14, R is total iff it imposesa condition of inclusion or exclusionbetweentwo sets, andnothing
more.

Let NP2be the NPto whichthe exceptionphrase except(NP~)applies, and assumethat [INP~II= {XG E:
R(A,X)}.I restri~ the domainof the funetion whichan exceptionphrasedenotesby requiring that it applyonly
to NPargumentsfor whichR is total in every modelMsuch that the value of the NPis definedin M. For any
set X, let X’ be the complement
of X. Wecan specify the interpretation of exceptionphrase NPsby the rule
given in 15.
15.

(llexceptll(ll~VP,II))(llNP211)
= {xc_E: RCAm~¢)},
whereIINhll= (x c_E: R(A,X)},
Ris total, and3S(Se w(IINPJI)
&s ~ A&Aw= A- S &R(S,X’)).

If weapply 15 to every student exceptfive lawstudent&weobtain 16a. Theinterpretation of every student
except five lawstudents participatedis given in 16b.
16a. (llexcepql({X_~ E: [Law_students~ X[ > 5}))({XG E: Students GX})
{X G E: Students~ G X}, where 3S(S e w({XG E: ILaw_studentsn XI > 5})
S G Students & Students"m= Students - S &S _c X~).
b. [[everystudentexceptfive lawstudentsparticipated[[= t iff
Studentsm c {a: a participated}, where
3S(S e w((XE:ILaw_Students r~XI > 5})& S _cStudents &
Studentsm = Students- S &S c {a: a participated}’ )).
! 5 providesa unified compositional
representationof exceptionphraseNPs.It also capturesthe three central
semanticpropertiesof these NPs.First, giventhis definition, both 6a and6b implythat Johnis a student. This
implicationholds by virtue of the fad that the witnesssets for IINP,II, the argument
of the exceptionphrase,
whichrenderthe existential assertion in 15true are subsetsof the N’ set of the NPto whichthe exceptionphrase
applies.
Second,it sustains the inferencefrom6a to the assertion that Johndid arrive, andthe inferencefrom6b to
the statementthat Johndid not arrive. Theseinferences hold becauseof the requirementthat the sametotal
relation Kwhichholds betweenthe remnantset Amand the VPset, also hold for the witnessset S for IINP~[I
in terms of whichA~mis defined and the complement
of the VPset.
Finally, in 15 the domainof exceptionphrase functions is restricted to generalizedquantifiers whose
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determinersdenotetotal relations betweentheir N’sets andthe VPsets of the predicate.Therefore,15 correctly
excludesthe applicationof exceptionphrasesto NPswhosedeterminersare not universal, like those in 12.
12a.*Fivestudents exceptJohnarrived.
b.*MostMPsexceptthe Tories supportedthe bill.
c.*Maryspoke to manypeople except John.
&*Notmanystudents except five law students participated.
Moltmann
(1993b)points out that exceptionphrases can also apply to certain coordinate NPs.In 17, for
example,except the teachers can be understoodas modifyingthe conjoinedNPeverymotherand every father.
17. Everymotherand every father exceptthe teachers joined the PTA.
It seemsthat whenexceptionphrases modifycoordinate NPs, they are restricted to uniformconjunctionsof
positive or negativeuniversallyquantified NPs.
18a.*Everymotherand no/several/mostfathers exceptthe teachers
joined the PTA.
b.*Everymotheror every father exceptthe teachers joined the PTA.
c. Nomotherand no father exceptthe teachers attendedthe meeting.
d.*Nomotherand every/several/mostfathers except the teachers attended the meeting.
e.*Nomotheror no father exceptthe teachers attended the meeting.
Thedenotationof an HPofthe formevery(A1)
..... andevery(Ak)
(1 < k) is nki. ,llevery(A~ll
(theintersection
of the denotationsof eachof the NPconjuncts).Similarly,the denotationof an NPof the formno(A~)..... and
no(AO(I _<k) is nki, ,llno(A011.For example,Ilevery motherandeveryfather[ is the intersectionof the set of
sets containingall mothersandthe set of sets containingall fathers. Butthis set is identicalto the set of all sets
containingthe unionof the set of mothersandthe set of fathers. Similarly, the denotationobwmotherandno
father is the set of all sets whoseintersectionwiththe unionof the set of mothersandthe set of fathers is empty.
Therefore,the identities in 18 hold.
19a.[levery(A,)
..... and every(AOH= {X G E: (At u...v A0 G X}
b.Ilno(A~)
..... and no(A0ll = {X c_ E: (A~ u...u A0 ~ X = O}
Given19, the interpretation of exceptionphrases specified in 15 covers17 and 18c, while excludingthe ill
formedcases of 18.
It is importantto note that the fact that exceptionphrases can apply to conjoinedNPsprovidesstrong
motivationfor 1rearing themas modifiersof NPrather than as constituents of complexdeterminers.
Moltmann
(1993a) and (1993b) also observes that exception phrases can modifyuniform sequences
universallyquantifiedlqPs whichare interpreted as resumptivequantifiers, as in 202
20. Everyboy dancedwith every girl, except John with Mary.
20 asserts that for everyorderedpair <a,b>in whicha is boy, b is a girl, and<a,b>÷<j,m>,a dancedwith b,
and j did not dance with m.
TheresumptiveGQwhichcorrespondsto <everyboy, every girl> in 19 is Ilevery]l(Boysx Girls), which
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receivesthe interpretationgivenin 2 I.
21. [leverylJ(Boysx Girls) = {R GE x E: (Boysx Girls)
Theinterpretation of the polyadicgeneralizedquantifier associatedwith <Johr~Mary>
is specified in 22.
22. ll<John,Mary>ll
= {RG E x E: llJohnl[({x: llMaryll({y:R(x,y)})= t})
Thewilnessset for the polyadicquantifier def’medin 22 is (<j,m>}.If weapplythe exceptionphrasefunction
Ilexcep~[({RG E x E: (Boysx Girls)c K})to the resumptivequantifier definedin 21, then, by 15, weobtain
23.

23.(llexceptll({R
c_Ex E:IIJohnll({x:
IIMaryll({y:
R(x,y)})
=-- t}))

({R G E x E: (Boys x Girls) G R}) = {R G E x E: (Boys x Girls) mmG R}, where

3s(sEw({R
~ Ex E:IIJohnll({x:
IIMarYll({y:
R(x,y)}) = t}) = t})

S G(Boys x Girls) &(Boysx Girls~ = (Boysx Girls) - S &S =_
23 producesthe interpretation of 20 given in 24, whichrepresents the desired reading.
24. Ilevery boy dancedwith every girl, exceptJohnwith Maryil= tiff
(Boysx Girls) "= G{<a,b>: dancedwith(a,b}, where

3S(sEw((R~ Ex IlJohnll({x: IIM
aryll({y: R(x
,y)})} =)}
t

S ~ (Boysx Girls) &(Boys x GirlS)m = (Boysx Girls) - S
S G {<a,b>: danced_with(a,b)}’)).

4. EXCEPTIONPHRASES ANDLOGICALITY
4.1. TheLogically Heterogenous
Characterof ExceptionNIPs
Let us return to the questionof whetherlogicality providesa criterion for distinguishingdifferent categories
and types of NPsin natural language. Exceptionphrase NPsare heterogeneouswith respect to logicality. An
exceptionphraseNPis a logical GQiff it is of the formeveryA exceptdet A, anddet is a logical determiner.
This is not, the case for other exceptionNPs.Considerthe contrast between25a, on onehand, and25b,c on the
other.
25a. Everystudent exceptfive (students) participated.
b. Everystudentexceptfive law studentsparticipated.
c. Everystudent exceptJohnparticipated.
Let Win 26 be a witnessset S for the argumentof exceptwhichsatisfies the conditionfor S specified in the
existential clauseof 15.
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26. Students

Participated

As27a indicates, it is possible to characterize the interpretation of every student exceptfn, e (students) solely
in terms of the cardinality values a, d, and e, where,crucially, Wcan be any subset of Students with a cardinality
of (at least) 5. Therefore, the Iruth-value of 25a remains constant for any permutation of the elements of the
predicate set Participated with the elements of another set whichrespects the cardinality of Participated and its
intersection with the set of Students. This is not the case forever), student exceptflve law students or every
student except John.
27a. Ilevery student except five (students) participatedll = tiff a --- O, d = O, &e>(Wany subset of Students- with a cardinality of 5)
b. Ileverystudent except five law students) participatedll= t iff a = O, d - O, &e_> 5
(Wa set of law students with a cardinality of 5)
c. Ilevery
student except John participatedll = tiff a = 0 &W- Participated -- {j}.
Given 27, if we substitute a set B for Participated which preserves the cardinal values a, b, c, d, and ¯ but
permutes elements of Studentg~ ~ Participated not contained in the set of law students with elements of W
(so that the permutationverifies Every student exceptflve physics students B, for example),then the Ixuth-value
of 25b changes.Similarly, if we substitute a set B for Participated whichpreserves the cardinal values a, b, c,
d, and ¯ but permutesjohn in W- Participated with bill in Students~= n Participated, the truth-value of 25c is
altered.
However, both logical and non-logical exception phrase NPs display the same properties which Mayand
Higginbotham
initially cited as motivationfor representing quantified NPsas operator-variable slructures at LF.
Specifically, both variants of exception phrases NPsexhibit the samerelational scope properties as the logical
GQ’sfi’om which they are derived. Thus, for example, the wide scope reading of the PP complementrelative
to a representative is preferred in each of the sentences in 28.
28a. A representative of every city attended the meeting.
b. A representative of every city except two (cities) attended the meeting.
c. A representative of every city except Migdal HaEmekattended the meeting.
Similarly, scope ambiguityis present in all of the sentences in 29.
29a. Nostudent attended a logic course.
b. Nostudent except five (students) attended a logic course.
c. Nostudent except two computerscience students attended a logic course.
Moreover, as the cases in 30 and 31 show, both logical and non-logical exception phrases impose a bound
variable reading on the pronouns which they bind.
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30a. Everystudent except one(student) submittedhis paper.
b. Everystudent exceptJohnsubmittedhis paper.
31 a. Nojournalist exceptonecheckedhis facts.
b. Nojournalist exceptMarycheckedher facts.
Thedefining syntactic and semanticproperties of exceptionphrase lqPs do not appearto be sensitive to
logicality. This providesmotivationfor the claimthat these lqPs forma unified syntactic sub-categoryof the
categoryHPand a single semanticsub-typeof the type GQ.As the propertyof Iogicality is orthogonalto this
type, it doesnot providethe basis for distinguishingamong
different semantictypes oflqPs. This conclusionis
incompatiblewith the LogicalityThesis, given the logically heterogenous
character of exceptionphraseHis. It
is, however,a consequenceof the generalized quantifier viewou whichHis in general constitute a unified
syntactic categoryand correspondingsemantictype.
4.2. Exception Phrase NPs and the Deductive Treatment of Natural LanguageQuantifiet~
Recently, several proof theoretic systemshavebeenproposedfor characterizing the meaningsof natural
languageexpressionsthroughdeductiveproceduresrather than modeltheoretic interpretation.’ In general, these
systemsspecifythe contributionof an expressionto the meaningof a sentencein termsof the set of inferences
whichthe expression licenses. VanBentham(1991) suggests that a proof-theoretic account of generalized
quantifiersshouldsatisfy the generalconstraintthat the notionof entaiimentwhichit specifies is invariantunder
permutationin the sense defined in 32.
32. XI,...,X~ [- Aiff ~[XI],...,~[XJ[- ~[A]for eachpermutation~ of the underlyinguniverseof modelsor
states.
This constraint effectively imposesthe requirementof logicality on the generalized quantifiers whose
interpretationsare givenproof-theoretically.
Aswehaveseen, the set of generalizedquantifiers whichare generatedby the applicationof exceptionphrase
functionsto universal NPsis not uniformwith respect to Iogicality. Certain inferencepatterns will hold under
all permutationsfor someexceptionHis but not for others. Thus, for example,logical exceptionNPswill
supportinferencesof the formgiven in 33, whichis illustrated in 34.
33. Every/noA except n A’s B.
The numberof A’s whichB is equal to the numberof A’s whichC. =>
Every/noA except n A’s C.
34. Every/nostudent exceptfive (students) sings.
The numberof students whosing is equal to the numberof students whodance. =>
Every/nostudent exceptfive (students) dances.
Comparable
inferences do not go through with non-logical exceptionHis, likeevery student exceptflve law
students.
35. Every/nostudent exceptfive lawstudents sings.
The numberof students whosing is equal to the numberof students whodance.~>
Every/nostudent exceptfive law students dances.
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It follows that the GQ’sdenoted by exception phrase NPs cannot be uniformly modelledby a proof-theoretic
systemwhichsatisfies the condition of invariance under permutation.Tothe extent, then, that a proof-theoretic
representation of GQ’sis a logical system (in the sense of this notion captured by 32), it will not be able
accommodate
the full set of quantified NPs which occur in natural language. Exception phrase NPsindicate at
least one of the limitations involved in using a proof-theoretic approach to represent generalized quantifiers
corresponding to quantified NPs in natural language.
5.

CONCLUSION

I have considered the debate betweenthe Fregean and generalized quantifier approaches to NPsin light of
the properties of exception phrase NPs, whichconstitute a subset of the set of quantified NPs. On May’sversion
of the Fregean view, iogicality is the basis for partitioning NPs into two distinct syntactic categories and
associated semantic types. At the level of syntactic structure whichdeterminesthe category-type correspondence,
logical NPsare represented as operator-variable chains while non-logical NPsappearin situ in argumentposition.
On the GQview, logical and non-logical NPsare elements of a unified syntactic category and correspond to a
single semantic type. The distinction betweenlogical and non-logical NPs(as well as the difference between
quantified and non-quantified NPs) is orthogonal to this category and its associated type.
I have proposed an account of exception phrase h-P’s which provides a compositional semantics for these
terms and captures their characterisitic semantic properties. On this account, exception NPsare heterogeneous
with respect to logicality. However,both logical and non-logical elements of this subset exhibit the scope and
semantic binding properties of other quantified h’Ps. Mayand Higginbothaminvoke these properties as an
importantpart of their case for representing quantified NPsas operator-variable structures at LF. The fact that
exception phrase NPs are non-uniformfor logicality but behave like other quantified N-Ps in connection with
scope and semantic binding provides motivation for the generalized quantifier approach to the syntax and
semantics of NPs in natural language.
NOTES
|. I wouldlike to thanks Ruth Kempson,and Friederike Moltmann
for helpful discussion of some
of the ideas containedin this paper. 1 amparticularly grateful to Jaap van der Doesfor extensive
comments
on an earlier version of this paper.

2. see

Chomsky(1981), (1986), (1993), and (1995) for this modelof

3. See May(1985) and (1989) for

a discussion of the relation betweenthe syntactic scope
an NPat LFand the set of possible scopeinterpretations whichits syntactic scopeallows.
4. See, for example, Montague(1974), Barwise and Cooper (1981) (B&C), Cooper (1983),
Keenan and Stavi (1986) (K&S), and van Benthem(1986) for different versions of
approach.
Mayand Higginbotham
provide independentsyntactic and semantic argumentsfor incorporating
QRand the level of represantation which it defines into the grammar.See Lappin (1991) for
critical discussion of someof these argumentsand a defenceof the GQaccount of the semantics
of NPs. See May(1991) for a response to someof the points raised in Lappin (1991).
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5.
Westerstahl (1989) specifies that in addition to permutation invarianco for isomorphic
structures defined on E (his conditionof Quantity), logical determinerfunctions mustalso satisfy
Conservativity and Extension, where the definitions of these conditions for k-place (1 < k)
determiner functions are given in (i) and (ii), respectively (see B&C,van Benthem,Keenan
Moss(1985), and K&Sfor discussions of conservativity).
(i) k-place determiner function det is conservative iff
B e det (Aj ..... A0<--> (A, u...u Ak)C~B E det (At .....
(ii) A k-place determinerfunction det satisfies Extensioniff
for any two modelsMand M’, if A,,...,A k ~ M=_ M’, then
detM(At ..... A~)= detu. (AI,...,Ak).
I will follow B&C,K&S,and Westerstahlin assumingthat all natural language determiners
denote conservative functions. I will also adopt Westerstahrs suggestion that natural language
determiner functions satisfy the Extensioncondition. Giventhese assumptions, the distinction
betweenlogical and non-logical natural languagedeterminer functions dependsuponthe property
of invarience under isomorphicstructures defined on E.

6. See Hoeksema(1991), yon Fintel (1993), and Moltmann(1993a) and (1993b) for discussions
of these properties. Mollmenn
(1993a) provides detailed criticisms of the theories proposed
Hoeksema(1987), Hoeksema(1989), and yon Fhtel.
7. See May(1989) for a discussion of resumptive quantifiers. See Keenan(1987) and
Benthem(1989) for discussions of polyadic quantifiers.
8. See, for example, Kempsonand Gabbay(1993), and Kampson(forthcoming) for outlines
a general frameworkfor interpretation by natural deduction. VanLambalgen(1991) suggests rules
of natural deductionfor several unary generalized quantifiers. VanBenthem(1991) discusses some
of the issues involvedin developinga proof-theoretic accountof generalizedquantifiers. Dalrymple
et al. (1994) presenta set of deductiveproceduresfor representingquantifier scoperelations within
the frameworkof LFG.The systemmakesuse of Girard’s (1987) linear logic. However,unlike van
Lambalgen’s
rules, it does not attempt to express the semanticcontent of quantified NPsin prooftheoretic terms. Instead it offers a deductivealternative to interpretation throughcompositional
function-argumentapplication in a higher-order type system.
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